
A contractor was involved in a

lawsuit after its employee’s negligence caused a methane 
gas leak resulting in an explosion that severely injured a man4

There are approximately

skilled trade workers in America1

Skilled trade industries account for over

of the U.S. gross domestic product2

10.2 MILLION $611 BILLION

$10 MILLION

An electrical contractor was involved in a

lawsuit due to allegations of its negligent maintenance 
of traffic signals causing a serious car accident6

$7.4 MILLION
A Canadian cheese company filed a

lawsuit against two local electrical contractors claiming 
they caused a fire which destroyed the cheese factory5

$35 MILLION

Canada’s electrician industry generates

in revenue each year and employs 126,806 people3
$23 billion

Greater demand for skilled trade workers gives rise to liability claims 
Home and commercial property remodeling in the U.S. generates $112 billion in revenue each year, showing an eight percent 
increase over the last five years. This increase illustrates a greater demand for skilled trade workers, which in turn gives rise to 
liability claims that can bring massive losses.

Should an injury or property damage occur, artisan contractors can be held liable for financial compensation. A single mistake or 
incident could ruin your client’s business. Recently, one contractor paid $4.25 million to settle a lawsuit after a home it renovated 
experienced a deadly house fire. The lawsuit argued that reckless construction turned the home into a fire trap. 

Speak with your clients about Artisan Contractors Insurance—tailored to protect skilled workers including plumbers, 
roofers, carpenters, electricians, painters, janitors and landscapers.

for Artisan Contractors
Crafting Coverage 
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